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Mr. Twenty Twenty
LIFECHANGING PRINCIPLES AND ASSUMPTIONS
(Scan for these while listening and reading. They will change how you think about,
feel about and experience wealth, freedom and success.)
Ask yourself, “What do I desire to be?” (Not just have).
Remember, You are the mask God is wearing.
Notice why Neville says, “You are greater than any state.”
Don't wait to reverse / revise – do it now. Every moment matters.
Feed your mind / imagination. Guard your mind / imagination.
Make it easy, take it easy. Use the “hotel phrase”.
Walk and sleep BOTH in the state of your financial wishes fulfilled.
Remember the TRUE CAUSE. (Every thing on earth, is just a channel.)
Decide everyday – if you are going to be Esau or Jacob.
Notice everyday – if you are being Esau or Jacob.
See a new world.
Stop judging. Do what Neville suggests instead.
Stop desiring AFTER your sessions. Start accepting.
What desire is shaping you? Have you accepted yourself now as this?
Remain faithful.
Ignore the past.
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INTRODUCTION -WHY AREN’T YOU DOING YOUR SESSIONS?
“Why aren’t you doing your daily sessions?”
“Why aren’t you eagerly anticipating doing them?”
Think about this…
If you could take 15 to 30 minutes a day, and with very little effort feel great,
guaranteed - would you do that?
NOTE: Notice that people will waste HOURS every day, watching television and
movies to distract themselves from feeling bad and being bored. They will even
watch reruns that semi bore them, in order to remain distracted from the lives they
have created. But if you tell them that IMAGINING CREATES REALITY, and that
taking just 15 minutes a day could totally transform their lives – they will tell you
they are too tired, or don't have time, or they want you to prove it first.
Why the resistance? Why do people let their life time slip away watching reruns,
instead of investing in something that feels THOUSANDS of times better, and that
just might TOTALLY recreate their world?
Why is it that over 80% of the Neville Goddard students we meet seem to absolutely
refuse to schedule in 15 minutes, once or twice a day, to create great feelings about
their lives. So we had to find out….
Why have you refused to do daily sessions?
Why have you refused to on a regular basis deliberately imagine good stuff - instead
of worrying about crap?
Why have you refused to regularly take the time to be thankful for the good stuff giving you a break from semi consciously grumbling about crap.
Why have you not inside your mind taken the time to be congratulated for your
accomplishments - instead worrying about being put down, criticized or argued with,
for imaginary crap.
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So why aren’t you doing your sessions?
One reason why is that some people think that only failures are the only people who
sit around and imagine success. To be honest, people who are stuck in a failure state,
tend to do very little imagining FROM the state of success – if they do any imagining
FROM SUCCESS at all.
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE from what we have learned over the past 20 plus years, are
ALMOST ALWAYS day dreaming, and pondering about where the NEXT success in
their life will come from.
Like my friend Edwin K. He was a multi millionaire who read TONS of books on
making money. He read them out in public. I read mine shamefully at the time,
because I thought only poor people read books on making money.
Programming is funny. Poverty programming says “feel bad” when reading about
making money, because you are poor. Wealthy programmings says “enjoy learning”
while reading about making more and more money – because you are focusing on
producing more.
Here's the key: Imagine only poor people do Feel It Real Sessions and you will
resist doing them. On the other hand, realize that the most wealthy people in the
world are doing them, very faithfully, and you doing them is just one more way you
can duplicate what works – what they do – so you can join them in the state and
experience of wealth.
The OTHER reason people resist doing their sessions is
ADDICTION TO CRAP
There are two levels to CRAP addiction.
Addiction to constant crap. “Which crap are you going to crap on about?” All day,
every day is focused on crap. This is often where people come from, BEFORE
finding the teachings. Once you start using the teachings a tiny bit, the next level of
addiction shows up.
Addiction to cycles of crap. Experiencing cycles of crap, alternating with good stuff
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is progress. At this stage, crap shows up on a very predictable, cyclic basis. It seems
as if SOMETHING “inside of you” causes it. This is a level of progress, but CRAP
still seems to run the show, and if you look at it quite honestly, you’ll probably notice
that there is an addiction to experiencing crap on some kind of cyclical basis.
SOMETHING INSIDE OF YOU IS ADDICTED TO CRAP
That’s your body. You, are not your body. Your body is inside of you - the
consciousness that you are. This is yet another reason why on this journey, you have
to remind yourself - until you fully discover that you ARE NOT your body. You are
what animates your body. Your body, can get addicted to crap, but you can’t.
Science says…
Dr. Candice Pert, Neuroscientist and Pharmacologist - Molecules Of Emotion Neuropeptides. Molecules of emotion. “As our feelings change, this mixture of
peptides travels throughout your body and your brain. And they’re literally changing
the chemistry of every cell in your body.” The body gets addicted to them, and will
keep acting out patterns to make sure it gets it’s fix.
AS LONG AS YOU LOOK IN THE WRONG DIRECTION TO END YOUR
ADDICTION YOU WILL FAIL.
Sort of like trying to dive your car by twisting around the rear view mirror.
The wrong direction is looking for “deep hidden beliefs” from your past. You don’t
have “deep hidden beliefs” from your past that need cleaned up. You have
CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS about reality, that create in you states and situations that
give you a chemical fix – that your body needs.
You just have to notice, that your body is addicted to chemicals - peptides - that are
associated with the crappy states that you have had in your life, that the sessions will
reduce and eliminate.
Note: Literally, your body has been addicted to the chemical soups associated with
poverty, whining, complaining, being an argument.
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Remember, you are not your body, your body is something inside of you, that you
have been letting hold you back.
THE TWO CHANGES
Stop feeding your addiction.
Change your assumptions.
You have a body, that is addicted pure and simple to CRAP SOUP. At first, it’s
addicted to constant crap soup. Then after you change your FOCUS and how you
react to the world - then you go through withdrawal - and after a while, a number of
sessions, instead of experiencing CONSTANT CRAP SOUP, you get to experience
CYCLIC CRAP SOUP.
THE KEY IS TO KEEP DILUTING YOUR SOUP - Until your body doesn’t want it
anymore.
Soup, once it’s weak enough, isn’t that much fun. That’s the good news.
Good news, it keeps getting better, you become more addiction free - the more you
do three things….
1. Be faithful to your sessions. (You are addicting your BODY, something inside of
you, part of the universe - to CREATIVE FEEL GREAT ACCOMPLISH GREAT
THINGS SOUP.
2. Notice how you are reacting to the world - and react AS that ideal you wish to be
in your life.
3. REVISION. Are you revising your day, every day? Reshaping the your historical
day into it’s ideal is a very special kind of session - because it builds into your MIND
(something else that is inside of YOU) RESOURCE STATES.
RESOURCE STATES: States from your past, that can improve your life,
performance, learning TODAY. When I got into direct sales, every day I would
remember a little boy (me), who went door to door selling chocolate bars to raise
money for a fundraiser his grade school was having. This little boy learned how to
get a sale, by being pleasant, asking for it, and if they said no, asking for a smaller
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sale. He won first prize doing that. Over 20 years later, he used that memory as a
RESOURCE STATE, so he would be in the best state possible to make direct sales in
his workplace.
THE THREE STEP FORMULA
DEFINE THE IDEAL MAN / WOMAN YOU WISH TO BE.
The Two questions you need to ask to activate your prosperity power.
1.
2.
CHANGING YOUR ASSUMPTIONS
Changing your core assumptions – about you – life and god. These are the four core
assumptions we notice in every prosperity teaching of Nevilles.
1.
2.
3.
THE $10 EXPERIMENT (Fully detailed in the full package.)
This tiny little experiment has created massive change in THOUSANDS of lives.
All it takes is a little “attitude” and $10.
(You are going to love this one too!)

THE CORE OF THE PROGRAM - THE FIFTY NINE AUDIO LESSONS
Next, we share 59 solid gold audio lessons from a hand selected series of 16 Neville
Goddard lectures, that have been hand selected and specially arranged to give you
maximum results. Those lectures are included in this complete document and they
will transform your world. We suggest listening to them all at the beginning, then
doing 2 a day for 30 days. Awesome!
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